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I’ve been a profitable punter each and every year since 1998. I’ve made an

additional annual income through betting on horse racing and football.

Now it’s my turn to help you do the same. I want to teach you what I have

learned about betting on sport and, crucially, how to finish the year ahead of the

bookmaker.

In this E-Book I will tell you what to do and what not to do when it comes to

betting on sport.

But first let me tell you what I will not offer you.

I will not talk to you about so called systems. There is no such thing as a ‘system’

and anyone who tells you otherwise is having a laugh at your expense.

I will also not pass on what some people call ‘whispers.’ As a punter you’ll hear

people say things like “I’ve heard a whisper for...” or “I’ve had a word for...”

You will not receive tips from me based on a whisper or the word of someone

else. My tips are based purely on form study, research, knowledge and

homework.

I will not tell you that I will make you a millionaire. Indeed, I promise not to. To

become rich you’d have to win the Scoop 6 bet. Good luck with that!

My route to making money through betting on these sports is based on

probability, not wild speculation or wishful thinking. I don’t play the lottery.

My service has its feet on the ground, not its head in
the clouds

I pass on the knowledge I have acquired based on my decades of making an
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My tips to help you make an annual income betting on racing &
football



annual income through betting. My all encompassing selection service at VG

TIPS is aimed at the newcomer to punting, or those who have been betting for a

while but want to become more successful at it. Those who want to learn from

their mistakes and, like me, become a profitable punter.

I will tell you not only when to bet but also, crucially, when not to. Know when to

hold them, know when to fold them, so sung Kenny Rogers. And I have long

believed that knowing when not to be tempted into betting is every bit as

important as being prepared for when the odds are in your favour. You will not

make an annual profit if you bet every day of the year and not if you bet simply

for the sake of it.

I will advise on how to bet on football, which types of bets you should consider.

Should you bet only for a team to win? What are the pitfalls of betting on a

player to score during a game? What are the safer bets on football?

I will give you my opinion on the benefits and pitfalls of ante-post betting.

Should you bet weeks or months in advance? What are the advantages and

disadvantages of betting so far ahead of the event?

I will tell you about the mindset you need in order to beat the bookie. Yes, there

is a psychology to betting. Some people are better suited to the ups and downs

as life as a punter. What sort of character traits do you need to possess if you are

going to be a long term profitable punter? How do react to a losing run? All

punters suffer from those. It’s how you deal with them that matters.

All this and more I make available to you. Pull up a chair, make a cup of your

favourite drink, sit back, relax and I will begin to teach you some important

lessons you must learn and apply if you want to make an annual income betting

on sport.

These may just be the best tips you’ve received this week!

Vernon Grant





One of the most regular mistakes punters make is that they bet too often.

Too many punters place too many bets. It’s not only an experienced punter like

me who believes this to be the case.

Graham Sharpe (pictured below) is a senior figure at the bookmakers William Hill

told me:

“For some people one bet a week is enough. One bet a month might
be all a serious punter is interested in. Punting is all about waiting
until the odds are in your favour, and not the favour of us, the
bookies.”

Patience and discipline are two must have characteristics for a successful punter.

Tip #1 - Less is More
It’s true! Quality matters more than quantity.



As I constantly tell members of my selection service via www.vgtips.co.uk you

must be selective with selections. If you bet on anything and everything you will,

overall, come out the loser.

And, as a former England football manager once said; ‘Do we not like that?’

http://www.vgtips.co.uk


I asked him what he knew about that sport. “Absolutely nothing” he replied.

He simply needed the thrill. He was a betting junkie. It mattered not to him that

he’d never watched water polo and didn’t know the first thing about the teams

competing. He simply had to have a bet.

Bookies love such punters. The online bookmakers load their websites with bets

on sports even they, the bookies, know nothing about. At any time of the day, on

365 days of the year, you can bet on some sport or other being played

somewhere in the world.

DON’T DO IT!

ONLY BET ON SPORTS YOU KNOW SOMETHING
ABOUT.

If you’ve never heard of the tennis player, cannot even pronounce their name,

then why invest your hard earned money on what he or she might do on the

tennis court?

If you think Ajax is something you clean your floors with, it’s probably best you

stick to betting on British football - or English games only if you know nothing

about the game in Scotland. In what other area of life would you invest money on

something you are not familiar with?

Think about it. Would you throw money at other purchases you did not want or

knew nothing about? No. So why bet on a sporting event when you have no idea

about the likely outcome of that event?

Tip #2 Stick to what you
know
I used to work with someone who would bet on any sport. Bowls,
basketball and beach volleyball. Anything. I once found him betting
on water polo!



If English football is your thing, then bet on that. If you love horse racing and

watch it whenever you can, then stick to that sport.

Remember this. Bookies want you to bet on anything
and everything. Resist.



But my mission is also to lose as little as possible. To minimise the number of

times I give my stake money to the bookie. My mode of operation to achieve

that has not changed for many years, and it never will.

Give bookies as little of your profit as possible.

It sounds simple, doesn’t it? Then why do so many people find it so hard to

achieve?

Time after time gullible, impatient, greedy punters are too quick to hand their

winnings back to the bookie. The punter gets cocky. They go for gold. They bet

only to win on an 8/1 shot they are not overly confident will win but, they think,

‘Imagine how much I’ll win if the horse comes home first.’

Tip #3 Play safe
Is my mission to make as much money as possible each year? Yes,Is my mission to make as much money as possible each year? Yes,
of course it is.of course it is.



Yes, but... imagine how much you will not lose, while also making a profit, if that

same horse finishes second, or third in a race of eight or more runners – and your

bet was an each way one.

Bet Each Way more often to minimise any losses.

This is especially true if you are relatively new to betting on the horses and

finding your feet when it comes to punting. Play safe and be on each way. Even



at odds as short as 4/1 or 9/2.

Why? Because if your horse gets beaten into second or third, you will get all or

the majority of your stake money returned to you. That way your money is still

yours and does not find its way into the grubby hands of the bookmaker.

Snobbery is alive and well in the world of sports betting. The high rollers will tell

you that betting each way at small odds is pointless. That it is the action of a

pathetic punter. No it is not.

It may be cautious, but it’s also sensible. If you do not feel very confident that the

horse will win, then back it each way, even at 4/1. If you feel sure it will win, then

back it to win.

Betting each way ensures that the blow is softened if your horse is beaten by a

nose or a neck.

You live to fight another day and your money is still in your possession.



So make sure it stays that way. Bank your winnings.

Do not leave them sitting in your online account where, if you have one of those

weak or impatient moments, the bookie could snatch it back from you.

For as long as that sum is in your account you may be tempted to spend it on a

bet you previously had no intention of placing.

When you enjoy a win you should bank all or the majority of your winnings. I

always do.

For as long as the winnings sit there in your online account, the bookie can still

get his or her hands on it. That is what the bookie wants you to do. They hope

you will have another bet, and another, until you lose all that profit you made.

Tip #4 Win it. Bank it.
So you’ve won. Congratulations! Well done. Isn’t it a greatSo you’ve won. Congratulations! Well done. Isn’t it a great
feeling? You stare at the winnings paid into your account by thefeeling? You stare at the winnings paid into your account by the
bookie. You think: It’s mine, all mine! And so it is.bookie. You think: It’s mine, all mine! And so it is.



If you walked into a High Street shop run by one of the big bookmakers and won,

would you hand back your winnings to the man or woman behind the counter,

telling them to keep it safe for you until you find something else you want to bet

on? No, you would not. So why do so online?

Is it because it is not real money? You can’t feel it, touch it so you think it’s not

real cash.

But it is real money. It’s your money. You’ve won it, so
bank it.

Unless you know that there is a race or match coming along shortly that you had

already intended to bet on prior to your latest win, do as I do and bank all your

winnings.

YOU’RE ONLY A WINNER IF YOU KEEP YOUR
WINNINGS!



Firstly, because I wait for the right bet.

Secondly, because I have the discipline to quit while I
am ahead.

He’s seen me win a bet and then walk away, ignoring other races because there

is nothing I fancy. He claims that makes me stand out in a crowd of racecourse

punters.

I understand what he means. Too many punters get carried away with a win and

go out of their way to hand their profit back to the bookie. They are lulled into

believing that it must be their lucky day. So they continue.

I have had great days of consecutive winners over the years, for example when

all 7 selections win. But statistically those days happen less often.

Unless you are confident that the next football and racing bet is going to return

you more winnings, walk away and come back another day. That way,

psychologically, you will feel superior.

Tip #5 Quit when ahead
I have a friend who not only owns racehorses, not only presentsI have a friend who not only owns racehorses, not only presents
TV analysis of the sport but he is someone who is also a seriousTV analysis of the sport but he is someone who is also a serious
and very successful punter. He says that I am a rare beast for twoand very successful punter. He says that I am a rare beast for two
reasons.reasons.



The late Clement Freud, a one time TV colleague of mine, was a big punter in his

day. He uttered the following wise words when he wrote of punting:

“The criterion for whether or not one should embark on a gambler’s
life is, simply: do you mind losing more than you enjoy winning? If the
answer is in the affirmative, find another hobby.”

How you think plays a massive part in your ability to be a profitable punter. Some

people are simply not cut out to be a punter on sport. It is not a criticism. Purely

an observation. Punters who expect to win every time should find something else

to do.

Then there are those who think that thoroughbred racehorses are machines, and

not animals that can be every bit as moody as humans. Those people should also

refrain from betting.

People who beat themselves up too much when having a losing bet should

consider an alternative way to pass their time. If you have a losing run – and all

punters and tipsters do – you should walk away from punting for a few days and

only return when your mind is clear and you are once again positive.

And if you lose sleep over betting on sport, then stop
betting now.

Punting should be enjoyable. It should be fun. You must take the rough with the

smooth.

Tip #6 Think like a winner
How you think plays a massive part in your ability to be aHow you think plays a massive part in your ability to be a
profitable punter.profitable punter.



But real value is when, on the balance of probabilities, the odds on a bet you

fancy look to be in your favour, and not that of the bookmaker.

A horse priced Evens might be value, if you think it should be an odds on shot.

Over the years I have even enjoyed odds on winning bets on football and horse

racing that were value. But, of course, I much prefer a nice odds against winner.

It doesn’t have to be a 33/1 or 20/1 winner, although they come along often

enough during the year.

A 3/1 winner can deliver very nice profit. Too many punters bet on horses at a

big price and do so only on win terms. But how often will those come home first?

Surely a bet on a 2/1 winner is much better than a bet on a 20/1 loser.

And there is something else to keep in mind.

Tip #7 Look for value
What is value? That’s a question I am often asked. The truth isWhat is value? That’s a question I am often asked. The truth is
value can varyvalue can vary..



Bookies do get the odds wrong from time to time.

Again, don’t take my word for it. Here is what Graham Sharpe of William Hill told

me during an on camera interview late in 2009.

He said of the very popular football betting market:

“How much time do we spend concentrating on the Premier League?
“If I was advising your members I would tell them not to back the top
four in the Premier League. Go and look somewhere else, perhaps in
another division. “How do we know what will happen when
Accrington Stanley play Dagenham and Redbridge? We don’t. We
haven’t got a clue.”

There you have it. From the horse’s mouth, so to speak. They haven’t got a clue

about what odds they should be offering about lower league football matches.

The same sentiment applies to leagues in Spain, Holland, France and Germany –

away from the top clubs, bookies have no idea who will win games.

I know La Liga very well and I am baffled by some of the odds I see offered for

matches involving clubs that are not Real Madrid or Barcelona.

Those whose job it is to price up a market do not have the time to research

football stats, or to know whether Leyton Orient or Brighton have signed a good

striker or defender. They probably think FC Granada in the Spanish League play

in Grenada in the Caribbean!

Whether it is home or away, I try to spot when the market has been priced up in

such a way that the odds favour us punters. I am quick to pass on that

information to my members via www.vgtips.co.uk and on Twitter @VGTIPS1 for

football and @betonsportstips for racing. Be sure to follow those accounts.

http://www.vgtips.co.uk


And, yes, you are right. The returns will be significantly greater if you win on both

or all three events. But, statistically, that will happen far less often.

I love an accumulator bet as much as the next punter. But they come off on

fewer occasions than we’d all like. Try to resist being over ambitious. Resist the

temptation to be greedy.

A single winning bet is a better bet than a losing
accumulator.

That’s because betting on single events as single bets will, overall, return you

profit more often than doubles, trebles or the elusive accumulator.

I’ve seen greedy punters at the racetrack. Emboldened by winning on the first

race, they go to the bar, only to return to the same bookie (mistakenly thinking

that turf accountant is their lucky charm) and promptly hand back to that bookie

some or all of their winnings.

Lessons to learn from this are:Lessons to learn from this are:- That bookie is not your friend. You make your

own luck. Superstition plays no part in profitable punting. Being greedy is for

losers and, above all else...

Tip #8 Greed is not good
All punters have made the following mistake. You spot a winningAll punters have made the following mistake. You spot a winning
bet. The potential returns are nice but, you decide, they could bebet. The potential returns are nice but, you decide, they could be
so very much better if you turned that bet into a double or treble.so very much better if you turned that bet into a double or treble.



DO NOT DRINK & BET



Some days there is nothing worth betting on. So don’t bet. Leave it alone.

Wait until a genuine value bet comes along. Patience is the hardest thing for a

punter to learn. But it is arguably the most important characteristic you require if

you are to bash the bookie more often.

Another good friend of the punter is instinct.Another good friend of the punter is instinct.

It is possible to study form too much. I have made that mistake on occasion in

the past, only to discover that my gut instinct was right in the first place. You see

a bet your intuition says is a good one. But then you go too deeply into the form

study and find a reason to change your mind. Some days that will work in your

favour, but when your gut instinct bet wins – and you’re not on – it hurts.

Analyse which bets work best for you and stick to those. If you have poor results

at one particular racecourse, on one particular football team, then steer clear of

them in future.

Your fellow punter is also your friend.Your fellow punter is also your friend.

Social Media is full of punters criticising each other. I don’t understand that. We

are all in this together. Remember, the enemy is the bookie. Not each other.

We all have our own ideas of how and when to bet. We might not agree on

which horse or football team to win. But we should not turn on each other. We

punters should all stick together.

Congratulate each other when one of us has a winner. Don’t abuse a punter or

tipster who backs a loser or one who is having a bad run. It happens to us all

from time to time. This is not an exact science. It’s gambling.

Tip #9 Know who your
friends are
Your best friend is patience.Your best friend is patience.



As they used to say on ‘Mr & Mrs’... be nice to each other!



Discover which ones work best for you and stick with them.

Not every tipster suits every punter. Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.

You shop around for the best service when it comes to your mobile telephone or

internet service provider. So do the same when it comes to the fellow punters

you follow on Twitter, or the tipping services you sign up to.

Some days you will come across tips that several punters or tipsters agree on.

That’s the time to sit up and take notice and bet on that tip. We can all be

wrong, but it’s very rare that we are all wrong at the same time!

No one punter or tipster has all the answers. There are some clever punters out

there happy to share their thoughts and knowledge for free on Twitter. As I do.

Treat fellow profitable punters and tipsters like a pic ‘n’ mix counter. Dip in and

see which ones you like the best. Hopefully you’ll like the one with the soft

centre. For that is me!

It’s bookies like Geoff Banks (pictured with me below) who should be on the

receiving end of our friendly fire!

Tip #10 Shop around
When punting, shop around for tips.When punting, shop around for tips.





One of the oldest remains as true today as ever it was.

Do not chase your losses.

Resist all thoughts of betting on the next one, or the one after that, or the one

after that in the hope that doing so will see you recover your original losses.

More often than not, it will only make things worse. That is because your mind is

not working logically.

You’re not thinking straight. That’s not good.

DON’T PANIC!

And do not bet with sums of money you can’t afford to lose.And do not bet with sums of money you can’t afford to lose. That may sound

like a negative way of thinking. But it isn’t. It is a sensible way of thinking that will

keep you mentally well balanced – and a mentally well balanced punter is all the

more likely to be a profitable one.

What any one punter can afford to lose is, of course, relative to their disposable

income. Do not put the rental money or mortgage on a horse. Do not bet with

sums you need in order to pay a bill. Think about it. If your electricity supply is

cut off, how are you going to bet?

I repeat. Only bet with sums you can afford to lose.

Of course what sums you bet with is up to you. I never tell members of my

selections service at www.vgtips.co.uk what sums to bet with. Nor do I tell them

that they must get on this bet or get on that bet.

Personal responsibility is required. It is up to you whether or not you place a bet

on a sporting event. Nobody is forcing you to.

Tip #11 Know your limits
There are some well worn but very accurate sayings about whatThere are some well worn but very accurate sayings about what
punters should not do when experiencing a loss.punters should not do when experiencing a loss.

http://www.vgtips.co.uk/


Not on one day. Not even in one week or one month. Judge your success over

the period of one year. That is what I do. From January to December, and since

1998, I have made a profit punting – using only relatively small stakes – every

year.

I don’t bet thousands, because I don’t want to bet thousands. But I have made

four and five figure annual profits punting since I turned what had for many years

been a hobby, into a job. That is how I look upon it.

Bashing the bookie is a job of work. Treat it that way.

It’s not a job that benefits from a pension. It’s not one that comes with job

security.

Tip #12 Be in for the long
term
You will win some, you will lose some. But the art of profitableYou will win some, you will lose some. But the art of profitable
punting is to win more than you lose.punting is to win more than you lose.



But I don’t work 9-5. I don’t have a horrible boss standing over my shoulder,

giving me grief. I haven’t had one of those for many years.

Indeed, studying form actually sees me work much longer hours than I ever did in

what some call a ‘proper job’.

When you are in the pub with your winnings, or taking your partner out for

dinner in celebration of the latest win, you’ll find me staring at racing fixtures for

the following day, watching past races involving those horses, or studying the

upcoming football fixtures.

But I am doing it for myself and for my followers. Many of them have been with

me, via one means or another, for several years. I am not doing it for some

horrid, bullying boss who treats me like dirt.

I am doing it for my lovely members. Those who subscribe each month via

www.vgtips.co.uk for regular football and horse racing selections.

http://www.vgtips.co.uk


Younger punters prefer to bet on football. They watch more games than races

and, of course, there can only be three outcomes in a football match.

A home win. An away win. Or a draw.

But punters are also attracted by the multitude of other bets available on

football. Both teams to score. First goalscorer. How many goals in the game. Will

there be a red card? The list of football bets is endless and bookies go out of

their way to attract football punters.

I offer members my analysis of certain football matches played in England

throughout the domestic football season. I tell them what I know about certain

players and teams and express my level of confidence behind a certain tip. That

might simply be which team I fancy to win.

Betting on a player to score anytime during a match is a bet I like. Do remember

though, if betting in the anytime, first or last goalscorer market, it’s best to make

sure that footballer is starting the game. That means waiting for the teamsheet

to be released in the hour before the game in question. While certain strikers are

almost guaranteed to be in the starting eleven, there’s nothing worse than

betting on a player to score only to discover he is one of the substitutes and may

not get on the pitch until late in the game.

Both teams to score is a bet that may not offer great odds, especially if the match

involves two teams known for scoring and conceding plenty of goals. But, in that

instance, it may be as close as you’ll get to a ‘banker’ football bet.

One football market to be very way of is the ‘Next Manager’ market. Bookies

love this. A manager is sacked. Before he has cleared his desk, bookies are

offering odds on his replacement. They will tweet the price for one candidate

one day, a different name the next day, another suggestion the day after that.

Tip #13 Football crazy
Bookmakers take more bets on football than racing.Bookmakers take more bets on football than racing.



The bookies will tweet things like: “There’s been money this morning on Roy

Race to be the next manager of Melchester Rovers” (that will mean something to

those of you of a certain age).

The following day the same bookie will tweet that they’ve taken some big bets

on another name being the new manager of the same club. They are trying to

entice you in. If you’re not careful, you’ll end up betting on six different

managers getting the job. Even if one is correct, the chances are you’ll be out of

pocket.

Unless you’re related to or sleeping with the next manager of Melchester Rovers,

leave that bet alone.

I’m always on the lookout for a potential value ante-post football bet. Pre-

season, each August, I offer my speculative bets for the season as a whole. In the

2015/16 season those long term winning tips included, Aston Villa to be

relegated at 3/1. And, as forecast, Villa Park (photographed above) will host

Championship football in 2016/17.

Other ante-post winning football bets included Bradford City to make the play

offs at 3/1, Burnley to be promoted as Champions at 10/3 and Middlesbrough to

also go up at odds of 2/1. My pre-season lay was for Brentford NOT to be

promoted at odds of 9/2. That also paid out.



Very often with football, the best prices will be available three or four days

before match day. You’ll find odds will shorten in the thirty six hours before the

game. As of 2016, Bet Victor usually offer the best prices about most football

bets.

I don’t stick solely to one type of bet. I vary them. It’s all about the price and the

chance of that bet paying off.

Members of VG TIPS who like to bet on football love to see my weekly

accumulator tip. Over the years some have paid off at huge accumulative odds.

And, in February of 2016, I tipped up three winning football accumulators in the

space of just four days. Those football accas paid off at odds of 20/1, 10/1 and

8/1.

The second half of the 2015/16 season was a very profitable one. Join VG TIPS

for winning football tips at any stage of the season.

In the summer of 2016 members will also receive football tips for the European

Championships. Likewise for the 2018 World Cup.



The size of your winnings doesn’t matter. It only matters that you have won.

Some people think only big profit matters. Not true. Any profit is good profit. It

means you have taken money from the bookie, and that’s what we have be put

on this earth to do.

You would be amazed at how some people do not enjoy their winnings. At least

not for long enough. Betting really should be fun. If you don’t enjoy winning,

give it up and buy an allotment! All punters must celebrate the good days.

That’s because you’ll not win every day. But in any given year, you’ll win more

often than you lose at VG TIPS.

After I tipped Rule the World for the 2016 Grand
National, each way at odds of 50/1, members were
deliriously happy.

Tip #14 All profit is good
No matter how big. No matter how small. It is your profit. YouNo matter how big. No matter how small. It is your profit. You
have won it. Pat yourself on the back. ENJOY!have won it. Pat yourself on the back. ENJOY!



Nothing pleases me more than hearing how happy they are. It satisfies me asNothing pleases me more than hearing how happy they are. It satisfies me as

much as winning myself.much as winning myself.



It took me years to do so. And even I am still learning. We all are.

Nothing stays the same in the world of sports betting. The bookmakers try to

move the goalposts on us from time to time. They alter the rules about certain

bets. They have become meaner, more cautious with the prices they offer on

certain bets. Why?

Because bookies really are bad losers!

There is, of course, one way in which you are guaranteed not to win. That’s if you

do not bet. He who hesitates never wins when it comes to punting.

You thought about betting on that football team to win a match, or considered

putting some money on a horse you fancied to win a race, but you didn’t do it.

You watch that horse or team win and now you are kicking yourself for not

placing that bet.

Why didn’t I place that bet? That may just be the question that haunts punters

more than any other. I’m here to try and ensure that you don’t have nightmares.

That you do sleep well.

For years I have heard back from my happy members. They get in touch to thank

me for the profit they have made. I love that!

Now it’s your turn, your opportunity to become an annual profitable punter. I’m

offering you the chance to become a winner.

You too can end each year ahead of the bookmaker, simply by joining VG TIPS.

Tip #15 Learn from your
mistakes
Learn as you go along, as I have done. You will not master the artLearn as you go along, as I have done. You will not master the art
of profitable punting overnight.of profitable punting overnight.



Vernon Grant's
Football and

Horse Racing tips

I'll show I'll show you you the way to the way to 
profitable betting online.profitable betting online.

Because I do the research and
I study the form…

so that you don’t have to.

Get WINNING Tips!

http://vgtips.co.uk/vgtips-sign-up/
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